This article reviews legal developments during 2011 in the nations of Egypt, Libya, Algeria, Morocco, Senegal, Ghana, Gambia, Côte d'Ivoire, São Tomé e Príncipe, Sierra Leone, Mauritania, Niger, Equatorial Guinea, Kenya, Ethiopia, Eritrea, South Sudan, Rwanda, Mauritius, Angola, Zambia, Mozambique, and South Africa. It also reviews developments during 2011 in the African Union, the African Commission on Human and Peoples' Rights, the African Development Bank, the African Export-Import Bank, the Common Market for Eastern and Southern Africa, the East African Community, the Economic Community of West African States, the Intergovernmental Authority on Development, and the Southern African Development Community.¹

I. North Africa

A. Egypt

In 2011, the most significant legal developments stemmed from the civilian revolution against the regime of former president Hosni Mubarak. In January and February, millions of Egyptians staged uprisings against Mubarak's 30-year rule, protesting on-going violations of human rights, economic stagnation, and the 2010 renewal of the state of emer-
gency law. On February 11, Mubarak stepped down as president, and the military took over power on an interim basis.

In March, an overwhelming majority of the Egyptian electorate voted in a referendum to amend the Egyptian Constitution to eliminate restrictions on Egyptians’ political rights and to institute changes to parliamentary and presidential election procedures. In November, Egyptians protested against the ruling Egyptian military regime and its draft for the new Egyptian constitution. Objections to the draft included the degree of power it will confer upon the military, even following parliamentary and presidential elections.

B. Libya

In February 2011, an anti-government demonstration in Benghazi began the chain of events that led to the Libyan Revolution or Civil War. On February 26, the United Nations Security Council passed a resolution freezing the assets of the Libyan leader, Colonel Gaddafi. On June 27, 2011, the International Criminal Court (ICC) issued an arrest warrant against Gaddafi, his son, Saif al-Islam, and a top military intelligence chief for crimes against humanity in connection with violence against the anti-government protestors. The Court ruled that there were reasonable grounds to believe that the suspects had committed the crimes alleged and that their arrest appeared necessary to prevent the continuation of crimes against the Libyan population. On November 22, the case against Colonel Gaddafi was terminated following his capture and death on October 20.

The National Transitional Council (NTC), an interim governing body created by the opposition, was officially recognized by the United Nations as the legal representative of Libya in September. The NTC issued a Constitutional declaration in which it set up a
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roadmap for the country's transition to a constitutional democracy with an elected government.\textsuperscript{13}

C. ALGERIA

In light of the regional political landscape, the Algerian government took a number of steps aimed at constitutional and legal reforms. In February, the government repealed the “state of emergency” decree, which was promulgated in 1992,\textsuperscript{14} after the Algerian military intervened in the face of a likely electoral victory by the Islamic Salvation Front.\textsuperscript{15} In April, the government announced a planned review and reform of the 1996 constitution.\textsuperscript{16} In September, the government announced a significant reform of the country's media law, ending a state monopoly on the broadcast sector and the imprisonment of journalists for libel.\textsuperscript{17} Other proposed reforms include legislation aimed at increasing the number of women serving in elected councils and legislation that would bolster the role of political parties in electoral monitoring.\textsuperscript{18}

D. MOROCCO

In response to a wave of demonstrations in February 2011 and the emergence of the pro-democracy “February 20 Movement,” King Mohammed VI announced plans in March to make broad revisions to Morocco’s 1996 constitution.\textsuperscript{19} A commission of experts was appointed to develop a specific proposal for the devolution of some executive powers from the King.\textsuperscript{20} On July 1, the proposed constitutional reform was approved in a national referendum by ninety-eight percent of voters (on a turnout of more than seventy-two percent).

A notable change includes a shift of executive power from the king to the prime minister, who now presides over the Government Council, which is responsible for preparing policy proposals.\textsuperscript{21} In addition, the prime minister will be appointed from the party that wins the most seats in parliament.\textsuperscript{22} Under the old constitution, the scope of the parliament’s legislative authority was restricted. The King retains exclusive authority over se-
curity, foreign policy, and religious matters.\textsuperscript{23} Mechanisms will also be created to increase the number of women serving in parliament and on local councils.\textsuperscript{24} Additionally, regional councils, which are directly elected by voters, will be given greater powers and resources.\textsuperscript{25} Lastly, the Amazigh (Berber) language will be recognized as an official language of Morocco, in addition to Arabic.\textsuperscript{26}

II. West Africa

A. Senegal

Senegal agreed in April to comply with the November 2010 decision of the Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS) Court that Hissène Habré could only receive a fair trial in Senegal before a special ad hoc tribunal specializing in international criminal law.\textsuperscript{27}

In anticipation of the February 2012 presidential elections, President Abdoulaye Wade proposed constitutional reforms that would have reduced by half the required threshold to win a first round presidential election and would have created a vice presidential post.\textsuperscript{28} These reforms were dropped in June following widespread protests.\textsuperscript{29} In July, President Wade announced his plans to run for a third term,\textsuperscript{30} the legality of which would be determined by the Constitutional Council.\textsuperscript{31}

In October 2011, Senegal and Belgium signed an air traffic agreement to end a bilateral dispute over access to commercial airline routes.\textsuperscript{32}

B. Ghana

In April 2011, the Ghanaian Parliament passed the Petroleum Revenue Management Act, 2011 (Act 815),\textsuperscript{33} which provides a legal framework for the collection, allocation, and management of petroleum revenue.\textsuperscript{34} The law establishes a Petroleum Holding Fund to
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receive and disburse petroleum revenue. It also establishes two other funds: the Ghana Stabilization Fund and the Ghana Heritage Fund. The objective of the former is to “cushion the impact on or sustain public expenditure capacity during periods of unanticipated revenue shortfalls.” The Ghana Heritage Fund was created to provide an “endowment to support development for future generations when petroleum resources are depleted.”

C. Gambia

On April 7, the National Assembly of the Republic of the Gambia abolished the death penalty for drug-related offenses. The law, passed in October 2010, was superseded by Gambia’s 1997 constitution, which prohibits the application of the death penalty to crimes other than premeditated or aggravated murder.

On June 22, the Gambian Parliament unanimously endorsed a Food Safety and Quality Bill to establish a centralized national system to overhaul the country’s food safety and quality regime. Supported by the World Trade Organization (WTO) and ECOWAS, Vice President Isatou Njie-Saidy informed Members of Parliament that the bill and the establishment of the Gambia Food Safety and Quality Authority met international standards and was in line with an ECOWAS regulation on the health and safety of plants, animals, and food in West Africa.

D. Côte d’Ivoire

In 2011, Côte d’Ivoire emerged from a political crisis that had engulfed the country following the disputed presidential election of November 2010 between then-incumbent president Laurent Gbagbo and his opposition, Alassane Ouattara, the UN certified winner of the 2010 elections. A civil war ensued and in January, the United Nations Security Council authorized the deployment of an additional 2000 peacekeepers to the country, supplementing the United Nations Operation in Côte d’Ivoire (UNOCI) personnel already on the ground. In March, the Security Council approved targeted sanctions
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against Gbagbo and members of his inner circle. On April 11, pro-Ouattara forces entered the presidential compound with support from French troops and UNOCI peacekeepers, taking Gbagbo and his family into custody.

These developments set the stage for a period of national reconciliation, economic recovery, and reestablishment of the rule of law. On May 1, President-elect Ouattara announced the establishment of the Dialogue, Truth and Reconciliation Commission. The Prosecutor of the ICC was requested to conduct investigations to bring those bearing the greatest responsibility for the most serious crimes to justice. On November 29, Laurent Koudou Gbagbo was surrendered to the ICC by the national authorities of Côte d’Ivoire following a warrant of arrest issued under seal by the judges of the Pre-Trial Chamber III on November 23, 2011.

In June, an international commission of inquiry appointed by the UN Human Rights Council confirmed that serious violations of international humanitarian and human rights law had taken place. The report estimated that there had been over 3,000 killings, many of which were attributed to pro-Ouattara forces. Also in June, the Ouattara government announced the findings of an initial inquiry into allegations of corruption and the theft of State assets by the former Gbagbo government and indicated that the investigation may take another two years.

In July, the Ouattara government issued international arrest warrants for several former Gbagbo aides, and several other members of the Gbagbo government already in detention were charged with “inciting tribalism and xenophobia.” Later that month, President Ouattara signed a decree establishing another commission of inquiry into crimes committed during the post-election conflict, giving that commission six months to report its initial findings.

E. SÃO TOME E PRINCIPE

Two laws enacted towards the end of 2010 that had an impact in 2011 are the Decree-Law No. 13/2010, of December 28, 2010, and Law No. 9/2010, of September 27, 2010. The former “creates and regulates the National Payments System, setting forth the principles and basic provisions governing the structure, functioning and management”
“This is deemed as a structured systematic set of entities, services, payment instruments and procedures [to] facilitate the transfer of funds” and to increase the circulation of currency in the economy.56

Law No. 9/2010, of September 27, 2010, amended the Law on Prevention and Repression of Money Laundering and Terrorism Financing, which aims to prevent and combat money laundering activities and economic and organized crimes.57 For this purpose, the new set of rules establishes both preventive and repressive measures against financial institutions that conduct illegal activities, including offshore banks with registered offices in the Santomean territory.

F. SIERRA LEONE

In February and March 2011, the Special Court for Sierra Leone (SCSL) heard closing arguments in the Charles Taylor case in The Hague, signaling the closure of the Tribunal.58

In May 2011, the Sierra Leone Parliament passed the Persons with Disabilities Act, which guarantees persons with disabilities free tertiary education, free public medical services, protection from discrimination, and access to public buildings and transportation.59 The Act also establishes the National Development Fund for Persons with Disabilities and the National Commission for Persons with Disabilities to work in collaboration with the Ministry of Social Welfare, Gender, and Children's Affairs.60

Parliament approved the Local Courts Act, which is designed to regulate the administration of informal courts, which are relied upon by a vast majority of Sierra Leoneans living in rural districts.61 The Local Courts Act of 2011 repeals 1963 legislation of the same name, and, inter alia, transfers supervisory authority over local courts to the office of the Chief Justice from the Ministry of Local Government.62

G. MAURITANIA

In January 2011, a Nouakchott court convicted a woman of child slavery under the 2007 anti-slavery law and gave her a six-month sentence. The decision proves significant in a nation where “almost 40% of the [3.1 million] Mauritanian population lives in a state of slavery or have relatives who are slaves.”63
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In late October, an agreement was reached between the government and the opposition on democratic reforms. Substantive items included constitutional reforms that would restore parliamentary authority over the government, enshrine important human rights norms, and establish an independent commission for national elections. Other areas subject to reform included the judiciary, the electoral code, the rotation of power, the status and the role of the national army, and the fight against terrorism. In October, Parliament also passed a media reform law abolishing prison terms "for journalists in cases related to insulting the president, foreign heads of state and diplomatic entities in Mauritania."

H. NIGER

In January 2011, Niger reinstated the National Assembly through legislative elections. In May, the National Assembly approved a law that offers amnesty to members of the military ruling group that ousted former president Mamadou Tanja. In October, the Nigerien President appointed the members of “La Haute Autorité de Lutte contre la Corruption et les Infractions Assimilées” to combat corruption.

III. Central Africa

A. EQUATORIAL GUINEA

By way of a Presidential order the legal regime for nation-wide affordable housing was created on January 24, 2011. The program is coordinated by the Ministry of Public Works and Infrastructure and a state-owned real estate company, Empresa Nacional de Promoción Inmobiliaria de Guinea Ecuatorial (ENPIGE).

Law 4/2011, of July 14, which created the Constitutional Court, “contains detailed rules on the jurisdiction of the court, appointment and removal of its judges, and conflicts of interests.” The Constitutional Court, inter alia, hears appeals regarding the constitu-
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tionality of laws and protection of fundamental rights, rules on the constitutionality of international treaties, and settles conflicts of authority between state bodies.\textsuperscript{73} “It has also been entrusted with the power to declare the President of the Republic or the Prime Minister physically or mentally unfit to perform their duties.”\textsuperscript{74}

Law 3/2011, of July 14, 2011, regulates “the acquisition and loss of Equatoguinean citizenship.”\textsuperscript{75}

Under the new Law, national citizenship is determined by the parents’ nationality rather than the place of birth. Naturalization is though possible for spouses of Equatoguineans or for those who are born and live in the country for a given number of consecutive years. Citizenship may also be granted by the President of the Republic to anyone who has rendered a service of particular relevance for the country.\textsuperscript{76}

IV. Eastern Africa

A. Kenya

In August, the Kenyan cabinet approved the Elections Bill 2011, which sets “the legal framework for elections procedures, registration of voters, conduct of elections, and recall of M.P.'s among others.”\textsuperscript{77} Some Ministers of Parliament (MPs) have sought to amend or delete parts of the legislation such as the restrictions on electoral fundraising and the recall of MPs.\textsuperscript{78} In addition, clause 47 of the bill has been challenged by MPs who wish to prevent the recall of non-performing legislators.\textsuperscript{79} Nonetheless, others believe that the bill will have a positive impact in Kenya, ensuring free and fair elections in 2012.\textsuperscript{80}

B. Ethiopia

In 2011, the negative implications of the 2009 Anti-Terrorism Proclamation were demonstrated following numerous arrests of journalists and opposition leaders.\textsuperscript{81} In March 2011, 200 ethnic Oromo Ethiopians, supporters of the political opposition, were arrested.\textsuperscript{82} The law, which “provides for holding ‘terrorist suspects’ for up to four months without charge,”\textsuperscript{83} contradicts a provision of Ethiopian law under which “an individual
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must be brought before a court of law within 48 hours of arrest, and [ ] detention on remand may be no longer than 14 days.

C. ERITREA

On May 16, the Eritrean Ministry of Energy and Mines issued Proclamation 165, which authorizes the Eritrean Government to “acquire, without cost to itself, a participation interest of up to 10 percent of any mining investment.” Proclamation 165 amends Proclamation 68 of 1995, which only allowed the Government thirty percent equity participation, including a ten percent or less participation interest.

In July, Eritrea sought to reactivate its membership in the Intergovernmental Authority for Development (IGAD), which it had suspended in 2007 after member states voted to support Ethiopia’s intervention in the conflict in Somalia. After initially welcoming Eritrea’s request, in August, IGAD Executive Secretary Mahmoud Maalim stated that IGAD member states were still considering Eritrea’s membership.

D. THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH SUDAN

On July 9, 2011, the Republic of South Sudan became Africa’s 54th independent nation. It subsequently launched its own currency, the South Sudan Pound. The Transitional Constitution of the Republic of South Sudan was adopted by the South Sudan Legislative Assembly and came into force on July 9. The Assembly has passed laws on the national flag, nationality, badges and insignias, the national anthem, and the national seal. The Bank of South Sudan Provisional Order was also passed on August 22. Finally, sixteen provisional orders were passed, regulating, inter alia, the sale of goods, the prison service and the audit chamber.
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E. RWANDA

A new immigration law was introduced on March 21, 2011. The law introduced a national migration policy to align with the Common Market Protocol on the free movement of people, labour and services, as agreed by the five Partner States. This new law, inter alia, permits citizens of the East African Community countries to visit Rwanda for a period up to six months without a visa. Furthermore, to facilitate movement of Rwandans, a collective *Laissez-Passer* can be issued to people travelling as a group mainly for social activities. The maximum duration of an entry visa has been extended from fifteen to thirty days, multiple entries are permitted, and the visa fee has been reduced. Rwandans who lost their citizenship due to the acquisition of other nationalities and were ineligible for dual citizenship can now receive a permanent residence card. Finally, to assist foreigners seeking work or residency in Rwanda, the respective permits have been combined. A resident permit holder will also now have the right to work within the country.

F. MAURITIUS

The Mauritian Mediation Division began hearing cases in January 2011, pursuant to a 2009 amendment, granting the Supreme Court jurisdiction to mediate civil cases. The goal of the Mediation Division, as stated by Prime Minister Navinchandra Ramgoolam, is to hear “most if not all” commercial cases prior to trial.

The Divorce and Mutual Separation Act became law in April 2011. Under the new law, a spouse may request a divorce if the couple has lived separately for three years instead of five and allows for divorce by mutual consent. The judge may refuse to grant the divorce if it would adversely affect the children or a spouse.

On May 13, the Mauritian President assented to the Asset Recovery Act, which permits the Enforcement Authority to request an order from the courts to confiscate or prevent the disposal of assets used in or gained from criminal or terrorist activity, in conjunction
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with a criminal case. In the absence of a criminal case, the Enforcement Authority may receive similar orders if it can persuade the court that the subject illegally obtained the assets. The Act applies to any prohibited activity committed abroad and provides for international cooperation.

V. Southern Africa

A. Angola

1. Banking and Finance

Presidential Decree No. 28/11, of February 2, 2011, enacted the Regulations on Micro-Credit Companies, which sets forth, inter alia, the scope of the micro-credit activity, the responsibility for supervision of the activity, and penalties and fines.

2. Energy

The new legal framework of the Ministry of Petroleum was enacted by the President of the Angolan Republic by means of Presidential Decree No. 33/11, of February 14, 2011. Presidential Decree No. 48/11, of March 9, 2011, created the Petroleum Fund for the purpose of promoting investment in the development of local and international projects relating to the water and energy sectors, as well as other strategic sectors. In connection, Presidential Decree No. 58/11, of March 30, 2011, approved the Regulations on the Petroleum Information System, which sets forth, inter alia, the deadlines for the submission of information concerning petroleum production.

3. Environment

Presidential Decree No. 194/11, of July 7, 2011, enacted the Environmental Damage Regulations, which are applicable to all sectors of activity and businesses, including the petroleum and mining industries. This new statute establishes the “polluter pays” principle and a strict liability regime for environmental damages and threats. Offenders of the Regulations face heavy penalties, including fines up to USD 100 million and cancellation of environmental licenses.
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4. Labor

New Regulations on the Legal Regime on Foreigners have been enacted through Presidential Decree No. 108/11, of May 25, 2011, which regulates the Visa Law.\textsuperscript{112}

5. Public

In January, the Angolan Law on Public-Private Partnerships was passed.\textsuperscript{113} It establishes general rules for the state’s role in monitoring public-private partnerships and covers, inter alia, the definition of public partners, the identification of the contracts for implementation of public-private partnerships, and recourse to arbitration in the case of disputes arising in respect of such partnerships.\textsuperscript{114} The New Private Investment Law (NPIL) was also enacted by means of Law 20/11, of May 20, 2011.\textsuperscript{115} The NPIL repealed the former Private Investment Law (Law 11/03, of May 13, 2003),\textsuperscript{116} as well as the provisions of the Law on Tax and Customs Incentives for Private Investment (Law 17/03, of July 25, 2003),\textsuperscript{117} which contradicts the NPIL. Under the NPIL, investments below USD one million shall not enjoy the benefits and privileges set forth therein,\textsuperscript{118} such as the right to repatriate profits or dividends, and are not eligible for tax and customs incentives.\textsuperscript{119}

6. Telecommunications

Law No. 23/11, of June 20, 2011, sets up a new general regime regulating telecommunications, electronic communications, e-Government, and the protection of privacy and personal data in the telecommunications sector. Breaches of the provisions of this law are punishable by fines.\textsuperscript{120}

B. Zambia

1. Constitutional Review

On March 29, 2011, Zambia’s eight-year constitutional review process collapsed when the Constitutional Amendment Bill failed to garner the necessary two-thirds vote of the National Assembly.\textsuperscript{121} The draft constitution had been widely criticized by civil society
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groups for, among other things, failing to include economic, social, and cultural rights in
the bill of rights and inadequately protecting the rights of women.122

2. Presidential Election

On September 23, 2011, opposition leader Michael Chilufya Sata was sworn in as the
fifth president of the Republic of Zambia, ending twenty years of rule by the Movement
for Multiparty Democracy (MMD), which had governed the country since multiparty de-
mocracy was established in 1991.123 A joint team of fifty-two observers from Africa de-
scribed the tripartite elections as “credible and held in conformity with international and
regional laws, norms and standards,” though “isolated incidents of violence” reportedly
occurred.124

C. MOZAMBIQUE

1. Foreign Exchange

Through Decree No. 83/2010, of December 31, 2010, the Council of Ministers ap-
proved a new set of Foreign Exchange (Forex) Regulations aimed at liberalizing “pay-
ments associated with regular goods and services transactions between Mozambican and
foreign companies.”125 Unlike capital transactions, these transactions will “no longer [be]
subject to prior approval from the Central Bank, but must be registered with the Central
Bank.”126

2. Mining

Through Decree No. 20/2011, the Council of Ministers enacted new Regulations for
the Marketing of Mineral Products.127 Under the new Regulations, the Ministry of Min-
eral Resources shall be responsible for the award of three different categories of marketing
licenses for renewable periods of five years.128
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3. **Real Estate**

By means of Ministerial Statute No. 158/2011, of June 15, 2011, the Ministers of Agriculture and of State Administration have adopted a set of specific procedures for the mandatory consultation of local communities regarding the awarding of land use and exploitation rights relating thereto.129

4. **Oil & Gas**

Decree No. 56/2010, of November 22, 2010, enacted The Environmental Regulations for Petroleum Operations, which "set forth the specific rules, procedures and content guidelines applicable to environmental impact assessments in respect of petroleum operations."130 The environmental licenses granted for petroleum operations are valid for a period of five years, being renewable for additional five-year period.

D. **SOUTH AFRICA**

In September 2011, President Jacob Zuma appointed Justice Mogoeng Mogoeng as the chief justice of South Africa’s Constitutional Court.131 Members of the legal community have expressed concern, citing Mogoeng’s apparent inability to articulate a constitutional vision.132

The Tax Administration Bill of 2011 was proposed on June 23 to consolidate existing Tax Acts, increase transparency, and make necessary adjustments to the Income Tax Act of 1962.133 Commentators note that the new law is vulnerable to constitutional criticisms because of the scope of powers given to the South African Revenue Service and the detrimental impact on taxpayers’ rights on matters including international travel, trade, and search and seizure.134

VI. **African Institutions**

A. **AFRICAN UNION**
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the electoral standoff in the Ivory Coast commanded much attention at the summit,\textsuperscript{137} AU leaders also weighed in on Kenya’s request to delay the trial of six Kenyan public figures indicted by the ICC on charges of fomenting post-election violence during 2007–2008.\textsuperscript{138} The AU’s endorsement of Kenya’s position topped off an intense lobbying effort by Kenya to try the suspects locally under a new constitutional framework forged after the recent political unrest.\textsuperscript{139} The AU reiterated its contention that the principle of universal jurisdiction was being used to disproportionately target African states before the ICC, and again called for prosecutors to suspend proceedings against President Omar al-Bashir of Sudan.\textsuperscript{140} After initially criticizing the NATO campaign during the ultimately successful Libyan uprising and a failed attempt to broker a ceasefire between rebel leaders and the Gaddafi regime,\textsuperscript{141} the AU eventually recognized Libya’s new transitional government on September 20 following a period of cautious observation.\textsuperscript{142}

The 17th AU Summit, held from June 23 to July 1 in Malabo, Equatorial Guinea, and officially dedicated to the theme “Youth Empowerment for Sustainable Development,”\textsuperscript{143} was preceded by mass arrests allegedly intended to stave off pro-democracy protests in the West African capital.\textsuperscript{144} The assembly of AU heads of state welcomed the Republic of Southern Sudan as the newest member of the AU and expressed approval of the democratic political reforms initiated in Egypt and Tunisia that followed popular uprisings in those nations.\textsuperscript{145} The assembly also renewed a call to have Hissene Habre tried either in Senegal, where the former leader of Chad has been residing for over two decades, or
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extradited to another jurisdiction, such as Belgium, to face charges stemming from the
torture of political opponents during his dictatorship.\^146

B. AFRICAN COMMISSION ON HUMAN AND PEOPLES’ RIGHTS

On March 3, 2011, the African Commission on Human and Peoples’ Rights instituted
proceedings against Libya before the African Court of Human and Peoples’ Rights for
“serious and massive violations of human rights guaranteed under the African Charter on
Human and Peoples’ Rights.”\^147 This case, *African Commission on Human and Peoples’
Rights v. Great Socialist People’s Libyan Arab Jamahiriya*, represents the first time that the
Commission has instituted proceedings against a state. Without the Commission’s inter-
vention, the Court would have lacked jurisdiction to decide the merits of the claims
lodged by Egyptian Initiative for Personal Rights, INTERIGHTS, and Human Rights
Watch.\^148

C. AFRICAN DEVELOPMENT BANK

Key 2011 projects of the African Development Bank (AfDB) include: an agreement to
lend Egypt USD 550 million to help finance a steam electric generator in Suez (Egypt);\^149
USD 500 million set aside for debt forgiveness (Zimbabwe);\^150 approval of USD 200 mil-
lion for Kenyan projects (Kenya);\^151 a USD 45 million loan for a power plant (Camer-
oon);\^152 and approval of USD 700 million to support the growth of Small and Medium
Enterprises (SMEs) (Nigeria).\^153 On December 6, 2010, AfDB approved a loan of over
EUR 28 million and a grant of EUR 4.5 million to Niger to support its poverty reduction
program;\^154 on the same day, in Cancun, Mexico, the AfDB joined representatives from
other multilateral development banks (MDB) in a joint event on “Scaling-up International
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Climate Finance” during the ongoing COP16 Climate Conference.155 “It was an opportunity to share with stakeholders how MDBs are collaborating to expand access to international financing and bolster investments in climate change mitigation and adaptation.”156

D. AFRICAN EXPORT-IMPORT BANK

On May 9, 2011 the African Export-Import Bank (Afreximbank) announced the creation of a USD 100 million fund to recapitalize Zimbabwean companies that can be accessed through four institutions: TN Bank, FBC Bank, BancAbc and NMB Bank.157 On August 1, 2011, the bank announced it would disburse up to USD 620 million in emergency one-year funding to Ivory Coast’s main oil refinery on Monday to enable it to buy crude.158 The 80,000 barrel per day (bpd) SIR refinery, one of the biggest in sub-Saharan Africa, supplies fuel domestically and exports to West African countries; however, it has suffered crippling financial problems.159

E. COMMON MARKET FOR EASTERN AND SOUTHERN AFRICA (COMESA)

On June 10, 2011 COMESA-EAC-SADC held their second tripartite summit and on June 12 leaders signed a historical declaration launching negotiations for the establishment of the COMESA-SADC-EAC Tripartite Free Trade Area.160 The purpose of the Tripartite Free Trade Area is to “bolster intra-regional trade by creating a wider market, increasing investment flows, enhancing competitiveness and developing cross-regional infrastructure.”161 In June 2011, COMESA signed an MOU with the Corporate Council on Africa (CCA) to assist African firms become familiar with the requirements of the U.S. market and to meet the regulatory requirements in the United States.162

F. EAST AFRICAN COMMUNITY (EAC)

On June 12, at the second COMESA-EAC-SADC tripartite summit, the EAC agreed to start negotiations for a Grand Free Trade Area among the three blocks.163 The EAC
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and AfDB met on August 2, 2011, to deepen collaboration and to address “the need to update and enrich the existing cooperation agreement between the Secretariat and the AfDB Group that was signed on 23 July 1998.”

G. ECONOMIC ORGANISATION OF WEST AFRICAN STATES (ECOWAS)

On August 23, 2011, the Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS) adopted the proposal of the Nigeria Export-Import Bank (NEXIM) to establish a Sea Trade Link system to deepen trade and to promote economic integration in the West African sub-region. The USD 60 million private-sector project is intended “to promote the free flow of goods as well as movement of people in line with the ECOWAS Commission vision of enhancing private sector growth in the region.” On the same day, ECOWAS proposed a two-phased approach road map to address the post-conflict challenges faced by Cote d’Ivoire.

H. INTERGOVERNMENTAL AUTHORITY ON DEVELOPMENT (IGAD)

On August 3, 2011 the Intergovernmental Authority on Development (IGAD) and the Embassy of the Republic of Finland signed a three-component cooperation agreement. The agreement includes the establishment of a Project Preparation and Management Unit for infrastructure projects and contributions to IGAD capacity building.

I. SOUTHERN AFRICAN DEVELOPMENT COMMUNITY (SADC)

On May 20, 2011, at the Extraordinary Summit of Heads of State and Government of SADC, Member States decided not to reappoint or replace members of the Tribunal whose terms of office had expired or were about to expire. Furthermore, the Summit “mandated the Ministers of Justice/Attorneys General to initiate the process aimed at amending the relevant SADC legal instruments” and reiterated the moratorium on the Tribunal receiving new cases until the review of the SADC Protocol on the Tribunal. The Summit effectively suspended the Tribunal until August of the following year. The decision of the Summit goes against the recommendations of an independent study
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into the Tribunal that SADC had commissioned and against the recommendations of the Committee of Ministers of Justice and Attorneys General on the review of the Role, Responsibilities and Terms of Reference of the SADC Tribunal. The former Tribunal judges, including former president of the Tribunal, Chief Justice Ariranga Pillay, denounced the summit's decision as illegal and an affront to the rule of law.173